
  

Oulun Golf Finland 

Switzerland’s largest golf retailer has recently commissioned research into the best technology that Swiss golfers prefer to 
use, when choosing the most suitable golf clubs. Having fully tested all the different technologies used for custom fitting 

for accuracy, data displayed, visual display, client satisfaction and ease of use, it was decided that the 3d high speed camera 

system from Sports Coach was what is needed, going forward from 2014 onwards. So the GPS Golf Simulator is now  

installed and being well utilised at the Golfers Paradise store in Lyssach, near Bern.  

Finland’s latest indoor golf centre has recently opened, catering from the beginner right through to low figure golfers.  
The centre piece of the facility is the Sports Coach Golf Simulator, enabling clients to enhance their technique whilst seeing 

extremely accurate shot performance on the projected screen.  Finish players are playing a lot of games on tournament courses 

around the world. Oulun Golf also offers golfers the ability to practice their game on the putting green, the driving bays,  

the bunker and the chipping zone.  Overall the centre is doing very well, with decent revenues.  

Golfers Paradise Switzerland 
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Scottish Golf Show 

Scottish Hydro Electrical recently rented in the Sports Coach Golf Simulator, into the Scottish Golf Show generating brand 
awareness and its sponsored tournament. Team Scottish Hydro supports five players who play on the European Challenge 

Tour as well as two players from the Ladies European Tour. The players selected for the 2013 season are Jack Doherty,  

Andrew McArthur, Jamie McLeary, George Murray, Lloyd Saltman, Pamela Pretswell and Kylie Walker. 



Proshot Simulation has recently been commissioned by a wealthy Irish client, to build an indoor golf academy in his  
chateaux’s basement, to the highest standards possible. The academy measures 10m x 6.5m with the main focus being  

the GPS Ultimate Golf Academy Simulator.  Concentrating on swing performance with 2 DV High Speed cameras,  

capturing the golfers swing from two separate 90 degree angles simultaneously. As a golf enthusiast he is building an  

18 hole course within the grounds, so his full time golf professional, is able to teach him in the academy and on his golf 
course. 

Sports Coach Simulator Limited, Curtis Road, Dorking, London, England. 
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Manufacturer of Golf Simulators and GPS Architecture Developer 

England Rugby Simulator 

England Rugby in association with its main sponsor  
recently organised the “BMW Three Kick Challenge” 

held at Wellington College. The event proved to be an 

ideal marketing vehicle, for promoting the latest models 

of BMW cars. The Wellington International Festival is 
held annually in Berkshire featuring the best youth rugby 

teams, from across Europe and North America.  

By supporting players from the age of 15 through the  
journey to the senior squad, BMW can help to shape the 

future of England Rugby, through the BMW Performance 

Academy. 

Chateaux Academy Simulator 

Sports Simulator Developments 

Tennis has been one of the main focuses in the last few weeks, for the development team. Ensuring Tennis is available for 
the forthcoming All England Lawn Tennis and Croquet Clubs tournament at Wimbledon, for the title sponsor at this  

prestigious event.  A game challenge was specifically designed for this event, enabling tennis players to compete in  

daily tournaments on our recreated version of the renowned Wimbledon Centre Court.  As well as Wimbledon the other 

three Grand Slam tournament courts have been recreated, these being Melbourne Park in Australia, Stade de Roland  
Garros in France and Billie Jean King Tennis Center in New York, ensuring Tennis Simulators are popular year round.  
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